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A Chatham Petrel chick being banded by DOC. More on page 5.
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Haere ora– Go with wellness, Haere pai– Go with care

We’ve had some positive feedback from people using the free hotline
number 0800 920 928 to seek wellbeing advice and speak with
someone in confidence. If you haven’t heard from a mate and they are
avoiding talking, make the extra effort and check they’re OK – and feel
free to share this number!
Remember – Keeping healthy includes eating well, staying warm and
getting fresh air and most importantly staying connected with the
people in your community.
A friendly reminder: Please don’t ask staff for clinical advice when they
are out and about in the community, and not on duty. Staff need time
away from their work to lead balanced lives and enjoy being part of
your community.
June was a very busy time at the health centre despite the fog and rain
all clinics were rescheduled and thanks to everyone for being on time.

From the editor
Hi everyone
I don’t know how many people I’ve heard
saying that they can’t believe it’s July
already – my Dad’s 91st birthday is this
week and that is also hard to believe. He’s
still off walking the Port Hills by himself
which is a bit of a worry. He has a cellphone
but doesn’t leave it turned on – it’s only
for emergencies. I understand you can
get some sort of tracking device on them
but I’m sure it doesn’t work if the phone’s
switched off!
I really do appreciate having both my
parents still and enjoy every moment I have
with them… I hope you do the same with
your whanau – after all life does pass by very
quickly ...
Take care everyone

And a big thank you to Air Chathams for getting our nine clinicians
in and out! Breast Screen South are well underway with the biennial
screening; if you think you’ve been missed please give the Health Centre
a call.
Please book an appointment when you want to see a nurse or doctor
rather than just turning up. If it is urgent please let the medical
receptionist know when you call, as most clinics continue to be heavily
booked.
A number of consumer experience surveys arrived last week and are
currently being collated. A summary of the survey results will be in the
next newsletter.
Tu roroa, arahi i te mua – Stand tall young leaders.
Ka Pai

From Sally and all the team at Chatham Islands Health Centre
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Going back to the Chatham Islands

Debbie working with students from Te One School
the vets at work and ask any questions they had.
The students also met Kerri Moir (Biosecurity Officer) and her dog
Moki who is trained to seek rats that might have stowed away in any
incoming freight, vehicles etc.
Coincidently as our team arrived on the Island there was a suspected rat
find on Pitt Island where there are currently no rats. Kerri and Moki were
ferried to Pitt Island to investigate and to everyone’s relief, it was found
to be a large mouse.
My visit to Kaingaroa, which is an Enviroschool, involved a long, early
morning commute with four of the students to a more remote, beautiful
fishing community at the north eastern end of the Island. The school
is in a lovely setting, a stone’s throw from coastal dunes and abundant
rock pools. The students gave me a guided tour of their grounds,
sharing the environmental initiatives and sustainable practices they
incorporate into school life. I was impressed by their pride in their
heritage and strong connections with this. They have established firm
links with the kaupapa of Enviroschools. Very recently, the principal,
students and parents visited ECan in Christchurch to reflect at bronze
on their Enviroschools journey. I was pleased to share in their success in
achieving this.
I had plenty of opportunities to re-establish connections with several
locals who were only too happy to have a conversation with me about
the past and about my work in the schools.
Interestingly, on sharing my experiences and endless photos with Dad,
neither of us remember gorse being an issue back then – such a shame
it has become the huge problem to the Island that it is. ECan continues
to help fight the good fight on this one, thanks to Steve Palmer and his
team for their efforts.
Debbie Eddington

The opportunity to visit the Chatham Islands in a youth engagement
and education capacity for Environment Canterbury (ECan) was one I
couldn’t turn down, despite my fear of flying that comes from original
trips to the Island on the Bristol Freighter many years ago. I was invited
to join the ECan biosecurity team; Steve Palmer, Jemma Hippolite and
Terry Charles.
It was the trip of a lifetime for me. Having lived on the Island during
the ‘boom years’ (the crayfishing boom of the late 60s/early 70s), it was
wonderful to reconnect with people who remembered my family, and
in downtime, wander the old haunts, retracing my horseback rides
to school (which is now closed), beach combing and exploring the
rockpools in front of our old family home right on the beachfront near
Owenga.
The main purpose of my visit was to connect with schools and scope
opportunities for education and raising awareness of ECan’s role in pest
management and biosecurity on the Islands.
I was welcomed into classrooms at both Te One and Kaingaroa schools,
where I was able to spend time explaining my role and discussing with
students the unique environment they have; there being far less pest
species than in mainland New Zealand.
A message I wanted to give students was that everyone can be a
biosecurity officer, and by being vigilant and aware of potential threats,
everyone can help prevent biosecurity incursions on the Island. Through
a variety of activities, I addressed pests already established there and
the impact they have on their local flora and fauna. Feral cats were
identified as an issue, particularly for the native bird populations. This
segued nicely into a visit to the temporary vet clinic set up annually to
de-sex cats. This is jointly funded by ECan, Aorangi Veterinary Services
Ltd and the Department of Conservation to reduce cat numbers. The
vets explained their role and students had the opportunity to observe
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Council Update
A sustainable future for our people and our islands
Council’s Annual Crown Support Grant

The Minister of Local Government Hon
Nanaia Mahuta has advised that the
level of Crown funding support for the
Council will be the same as for 2018/2019
at $3.206m
The Minister has instructed her officials
to continue to work with Council on
meeting its statutory obligations, and
to work with other agencies to try and
reduce compliance costs for the Council.

Annual Plan/Rates Strike 2019-20 Year

After receipt of the Minister’s advice the
Council has revised its Annual Plan for
the 2019-20 year which is basically a
maintenance plan with very little new work.
The Council has also struck the rates for
the next year imposing a 1.9% increase.
The November 2018 rating valuations will
be used for this rates strike which may
cause some fluctuations above and below
the 1.9% average.
A copy of the Annual Plan can be viewed on
the Council’s website at www.cic.govt.nz

Gambling Venues Policy

The Council has adopted the Chatham
Islands Gambling Venues Policy which
will be operative for the next 5 years.
The policy remains unchanged from
previous years with provision being
made for three venues with two gambling
machines at each venue.

Elections

The 3 yearly local government elections
will be held on Saturday 12 October 2019.
Chatham Islands Council will be seeking
nominations to elect its Mayor and 8
Councillors at large. Nominations open on
Friday 19 July 2019, and close on Friday
16 August 2019. Anyone wanting election
information please phone Cindy or Jo, or
call into the Council offices.
If you want any information about
enrolling to vote, or you want to check
your enrolment details you can do it on
line - https://vote.nz/enrol-to-vote/enrolcheck-or-update
Election information will also be available to
read and download from Council’s website.

Biosecurity and border control
Our biosecurity function is targeted at keeping plant, animal and marine pests off the Islands and
controlling low incidence pests that have already arrived.
Mainland NZ has some very invasive pests that aren’t present on the Chathams and we get one
shot at keeping these nasties off the Islands! These pests could dramatically affect our Island
native biodiversity, environment and production values if they arrive and get established.
To minimise the risk of potential incursion we do “pre-entry” biosecurity checks that include (but
are not limited to);
• Main supplier checks of yards/pest awareness in New Zealand
• Freight handler training at Air Chathams and Chatham Islands Shipping
• Freight inspections at Napier and Timaru Ports
• Professional advice and pest identification services
We do appreciate that these biosecurity measures can lead to frustration in terms of receiving
and/or importing goods.

To protect the Chatham Islands, the following are our base policies:

• Topsoil or blends - not allowed
• Bulk compost/potting mix (no soil) – we only have 2 approved suppliers of bulk and bagged
growing media (no soil), bark and compost and they are: Advanced Media Supplies, Napier
and Intelligro, Christchurch. We are working to assess more suppliers so we can increase the
number of approved suppliers you can buy from.
• Aggregate - the only ‘low risk’ supply in reasonable proximity to a port comes from the Fulton
Hogan, Levels Processing Plant at Washdyke (Timaru)
• Rough sawn timber, posts and poles – these products will be inspected and or surface
treatment will be done prior to loading (we will look at only treating if required)
• Other risk-freight (plants, animals, used marine/aquiculture supplies, used construction
supplies etc) – please see Kerri and Robin for advice.
These are just some of the main items. We can investigate and advise on other suppliers if we get
enough notice, so please just ask Kerri and Robin prior to any purchase to avoid disappointment.
The importation of “dirty” machinery/ vehicles has also been an ongoing issue. Please remember
to advise any New Zealand vendor that these items must be thoroughly cleaned before arrival at
the point of departure. Anything containing insect or plant matter could be subject to a delay in
shipping and additional cleaning costs.
Thanks for your understanding and patience.

Waikato Bridge

Work at the site stopped during fish spawning
season that ends on 1 July 2019. From mid
July work will begin to complete the project
that includes; placing large boulders at inlet
and outlet of culverts to prevent scour/erosion
in the future, redirecting the temporary
stream back into the natural stream bed,
backfill road approaches to the culverts, road
pavement construction, install signs, remove
the temporary road, reinstate the stream bed

Contact your Council
Address: PO Box 24, Waitangi,
Chatham Islands 8942
Phone: (03) 305-0033
Fax: (03) 305-0044
Email: info@cic.govt.nz
Website: www.cic.govt.nz
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and landscape followed by fencing property
boundaries. Weather permitting the current
date for completion is 14 August 2019.
I do not fix problems
I fix my thinking
Then problems fix themselves
Louise Hay

Parting thought
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Department of Conservation News

Mangere and Rangatira/South East islands update
The field season has just wrapped up so here’s a brief
summary of what DOC found on Mangere and Rangatira/
South East this season.
Shore plover – Around 120 adults and 14 chicks on Rangatira
which is similar to previous years. Counted 28 adults and five
chicks on Mangere which is an increase. All the chicks were
banded and the colour-banded birds on Rangatira had their
bands replaced after five years of wear and tear.
Forbes’ Parakeet – looks like the more common red-crowned
parakeet but has yellow on the crown above the bill. Their
only population is on Mangere, although the occasional
Forbes’ is seen on Pitt. The two species do hybridise, and
DOC do annual hybrid score counts to keep an eye on this.
This year the hybrid numbers were low enough to not be of
concern. We also did a population estimate this season using
distance-sampling which shows that there are somewhere
between 500 and 750 Forbes’ parakeets on Mangere. Happily,
this is well within the expected range.
Black robin – The pre-breeding and post-breeding censuses
for both islands was very consistent with previous years.
As of March/April 2019, there are 306 robins on Rangatira
(including about 80 juveniles) and 47 on Mangere (including
4 juveniles). Unfortunately, this is one of the lowest juvenile
counts we’ve had on Mangere in recent times. This population
remains small and is limited by suitable habitat. DOC Is
planning to hold discussions with experts and the community
soon to make decisions about how best to look after this small
population.
Chatham petrels – we monitor 220 artificial burrows on
Rangatira. This year has been a good breeding season with
132 chicks still alive and well when we left the island last
month. There are also 15 chicks in Ellen Elizabeth Preece
Covenant on Pitt island. They’re all banded and will be
fledging throughout May and June.
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Pitt Island Newsletter
Greetings and again kia ora folk wherever you
are in the midst of winter – really gumboot
weather over here on Pitt. I mentioned last
time that I doubted we would make 3 inches
(75mls) for May well that all changed when we
got a big rain on 31 May in fact 28mls which
is over 1 inch. Rain for May ended up being
108mls or 4 inches which is good, as to me
winter should be cold, wet and reasonably
dreary with little sun. Some people really
dislike winter, but for me personally I don’t
mind it in fact it is surely important to have
a good cold blast, to shiver a bit and kill off
the nasties in various forms. My flat mate, son
Bernard and I went out a couple of times last
week to get wood Ake Ake for our kitchen
fire and now go on a 4 x wheeler and trailer
as it is too wet for the truck. Again folk I love
it, in the fresh air not closed in and enjoying
the wide open spaces looking at the stock,
the feed situation and just generally enjoying
the landscape. Some really muddy patches
particularly at gateways so some tricky
manoeuvres at times by the driver (Bernard)
but it is all part of our life on Pitt Island. As the
years have gone by our journey to get wood
gets further away as so many folk over the
years all went out the back (Southside) to get
wood and of course it eventually gets further
away to collect, but it’s great, lovely clean air,
awesome landscape and sea/cliff scape what
is there not to enjoy. Coming home the other
day we hit a good shower and when you both
wear glasses it can be a bugger especially for
the driver (Bernard) but again it’s all part of
the trip. For as long as I can remember carting
wood has been part of my life and now at
761/2 I still thoroughly enjoy it, it’s cool fun.
We have a wood stove so need wood daily for
cooking and also for heating our water, some
folk have transitioned from wood to diesel/
gas so there is not so much pressure on the
wood supply as there used to be in the past.
There has been little wood/trees planted over
the years by most so eventually it will run out
of course.

Having a fire continually burning wood daily it
eventually builds up an enormous amount of
soot in its belly and wider parts which means it
has to be cleaned out occasionally. A foul and
filthy job which I dodge until the stove is going
so poorly it simply has to be cleaned out from
every area. As you know soot goes for miles
as it floats onto everything no matter how
careful you are, so that’s an hour’s job at least
and that’s the inside, then there’s the chimney
outside. Again that is a mission and also has
to be desooted so a very long hose with wire
mesh on the end is poked up our very long/
tall chimney and of course down falls the soot
again everywhere usually on the person doing
the job (Di) so it goes up your nose, in your
hair/ears in fact every aperture it can find – so
you’re almost eating the stuff, yuk! And then
of course there’s the big clean up both inside
and out but once it is done it should last a few
months thankfully. So it’s back to burring the
bread and having better hot water. So despite
the ghastly job, there are eventually some
benefits thankfully.
I forgot to mention last time that Dave
(Carlton) Dept of Conservation Manager
Chatham Islands called in during May with
Karen, Senior advisor in biosecurity, Colin,
biodiversity for Wellington District and Andy
an independent contractor to Pitt to check on
things on Pitt in that area. Sorry, but it slipped
my memory (what memory Di) and presently
it is a down time for the Conservation
Department I guess with the weather not really
conducive to outdoor activities. Although
it is mid-winter in fact the shortest day has
gone the birds here particularly tuis are very
obvious and nicely noisy in a lovely way and
tom tits seen daily especially at the wood heap
waiting to eat the grubs that are in the cut
wood. We have been inundated with pukeko
and they are a dam nuisance, noisy and can
be destructive in plucking the ground, lawn
etc and continually coming closer all the time.
They seem to come and go in cycles, but this
year is by far the worst for multiple numbers.
With the cooler damper weather lately Bernard

and I have done some tree planting. Not
thousands like you can with a gang/group. We
may not get a total success rate but I’m sure
some will grow even though the areas planted
(within our reserves) were covered in deep
biddybid and rank (??) grass. They are definitely
better in the ground than not so that’s a
positive.
Remember my new hens 5 if you recall well
now 4 as 1 disappeared literally. Not a feather,
a body, a sign – was it a dog, weka, hawk,
pukeko or alien. Why didn’t it/they take an
old one but no a lovely new one. The 4 left
are laying really well so lots of eggs, small
as yet, but they will get bigger as the hens
get older. Have noticed the 4 older ones are
not particularly tolerant of the new so had a
good chat to them all recently and said you
must learn to get on with one another and
not behave like bad neighbours as it takes
all sorts of combinations to make life better.
It reminded me somewhat of the Ngati
Mutunga and the Hokotehi Moriori be tolerant,
be understanding and you’ll find working
together is so much better for all. The world is
made up of a variety of assortments.
Have recently finished a book called Pacific in
the Wake of Captain Cook with Sam Neill. A
great book and I learnt a lot, but wow those
Colonisers, what a bunch of ‘takers’ everything
so called ‘discovered’ which of course it wasn’t
discovered as it was already inhabited but
everything was claimed for ‘Mother England’.
He (Cook) wasn’t a bad fellow but by his third
voyage had somewhat changed but not for the
better. Am now reading Becoming by Michelle
Obama also very interesting. I try to stick to
only reading in bed at night, but on a crappy
day sometimes read the odd chapter.
That’s it for now folk so look after each other,
thoughts and aroha to the poorly and unhappy
ones. Just my news and views folk, keep warm
and healthy.
Dianne
People don’t notice whether it’s winter or summer
when they’re happy - Anton Chekhov

PLEASE HELP STOP PESTS FROM ARRIVING IN YOUR
CHATHAMS BOUND GOODS

MOST FREIGHT IS OK BUT SOME ITEMS ARE SUCH A HIGH RISK THAT
THEY ARE LIKELY TO BE TURNED AWAY DUE TO PEST CONTAMINATION
Please don’t import:
 Bulk soil or items with untreated soil (bagged potting mix is ok)
 Aggregate from an unapproved quarry (ideally use Fulton Hogan, Timaru)
 Plants that could become a serious weed eg: ornamental broom
Even if you have imported these sorts of things in the past, please contact the
Chatham Islands Biosecurity Officers for a quick and easy check before you order.
Phone: 03 305 0013, or email: Kerri.Moir@ecan.govt.nz
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Hard working HMT staff member John Swain after the big clean up at Kaingaroa village.

Hokotehi Update
Hokotehi staff (John, Alec and Sue) have been progressing over the last 12 months with the dismantling and clean-up of the old fish factory in
Kaingaroa Village and also removing all the rubbish and debris from the village north of the Social Club that was left on HMT land.
The old factory site is to be converted into a landscape area with picnic tables and benches for use by visitors during the summer and also a
children’s play area of additional funding can be found. This will greatly enhance the look and feel of the site. We wish to thank especially John Swain
for all his hard work over the past few months and also that of Alec and Sue Hutchings. Awesome effort guys!
John has also been making a lot of progress with the remediation plans for the for the old dump site in Kaingaroa and this will eventually be capped
and replanted out in native trees and shrubs to beautify the area that was a huge eye sore.
Moriori are still on target to initial a deed of settlement but face a few weeks delay at the request of the Crown. Negotiations are never straight
forward and these negotiations have certainly not been an exception! But we stand in the shoes of our karapuna (ancestors) who first wrote to
Governor Grey in 1862. So a few more weeks is neither here nor there.
We are hosting at Kopinga Marae for a week a group from Te Maataawai who are responsible for the delivery of the national Maori language
strategy. Moriori have a rep on Te Maataawai, Kiwa Hammond, who will be accompanying the group and running a workshop on Saturday 7 July to
look at ways to revitalise and rebuild the Moriori re/language.
HMT are still looking for a new CEO so if you know anyone who might have the skills and experience to lead a progressive and diverse organisation
such as we have, then please get in touch!
Me rongo
Hokotehi Moriori Trust
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Notice of 2019 Triennial Local Authority Elections

The following elections will be held by postal vote on Saturday 12 October 2019

FPP (First past the post electoral system)

STV (Single transferable voting electoral system)

• Election of Mayor
• Election of 8 Councillors (elected at large)
Candidate names will be listed in alphabetical order on the voting papers.
Cindy Butt
Electoral Officer
P O Box 24, Chatham Islands 8942.
P: 03 305 0033 E: cindy@cic.govt.nz
www.cic.govt.nz

Election of 7 members by residents within the Canterbury DHB
Candidate names will be listed in random order on the voting papers.
Anthony Morton
Electoral Officer – Canterbury DHB
c/- PO Box 3138, Christchurch 8140.
E: cdhb@electionz.com P: 0800 666 048
www.cdhb.govt.nz

Nominations
Nominations for the above positions open on Friday 19 July 2019 and must be made on the appropriate nomination paper for each position.
From 19 July 2019 you can obtain nomination papers and a candidate information handbook from the Council offices (9 Tuku Road, Waitangi),
or by download from either the Chatham Islands Council or Canterbury DHB websites. Please contact the electoral officers (above) for further
information.
Completed nomination documents must be received by the relevant electoral officer no later than 12 noon on Friday 16 August 2019. Each
nomination must be accompanied by a deposit of $200 incl GST, payable by eftpos, cash or online banking (see candidate handbook for
requirements).
Candidates are encouraged to submit a candidate profile statement and photograph for sending out with voting documents to electors.The
requirements for profile statements and photos are set out in a candidate handbook which is available with the nomination papers.
Canterbury District Health Board candidates must also submit a conflict of interest statement with their nominations. Requirements for the
conflict of interest statement are included in the candidate handbook for the DHB.
All nomination documents must be lodged together. Candidates should refer to the candidate handbook for further details.

Electoral Rolls
Chatham and Pitt Island residents can inspect a copy of the preliminary electoral roll to be used for the above elections at the Chatham Islands
Council office, 9 Tuku Road, Waitangi during normal office hours from Friday 19 July 2019 to Friday 16 August 2019.
Electors may enrol or amend their enrolment details on the residential electoral roll by:
• Completing an enrolment form available at the Chatham Island Council office
• Calling 0800 ENROL NOW (0800 36 76 56)
• Visiting the Elections website (www.elections.org.nz).
Updates to the preliminary electoral roll close at 5 pm on Friday 16 August 2019.
Applications for registration as a ratepayer elector are to be made on the non-resident ratepayer elector enrolment form available wherever
copies of the electoral rolls are displayed and must be returned to the Chatham Islands Council electoral officer before 5 pm Friday 16 August
2019.
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Environment Canterbury
Suspected Rat Incursion
In May DOC contacted ECAN about a possible “Rat Incursion” on Pitt
Island. The resident DOC ranger at the time deployed traps in the

immediate are and when the weather was calm the resident Rat Dog
Moki and Dog slave (Kerri) headed to Pitt Island.
After conducting a survey of the immediate area where
the suspect was thought to be, the area was then
expanded to include streams and buildings within
Flower Pott.
At no point did Moki indicate that rats were present or
had been in the area.
The DOC rangers on the island took a faeces sample
which DOC sent off for DNA analysis, these returned a
positive I.D. for MOUSE, not rat so we are happy to say
Pitt Island you remain “Rat Free”.
Thank-you to Courtney Lanauze for calling it in
awesome, “Better to be safe, then sorry”. DOC rangers
on Pitt Craig and Andrea thanks for the speedy
response, Brent and Bernie thank-you for your
hospitality, always good to have a hot cuppa and a chat,
and Ian King thanks so very much for getting us there
and back.

Aorangi Vet
Aorangi Vets have been
coming to the island for
several years now, Glenda
and Sally were the vets
on the ground and no
sooner had their feet
touched down they were in
business.
This year they were
unable to use their normal
facilities, so the clinic was
held up at ECAN. With
the extra space it made
their working conditions
much easier to organise
as they could spread their
equipment out. It also
meant there was plenty of
room for the older children
at Te One school to come
and observe the process
and learn the importance
of why we should de-sex
our cats, not only to protect
our native species but all
so for health reasons of your cat. The children seemed to be very
interested and asked many good questions, there was some great
learning going on.
In the early years of the de-sexing program this was subsidised, so

you still had to pay, and we were lucky to get 20-30 cats, with DOC
coming on board again and the generosity of Aorangi Vets this
service has been “Free” to islanders for the last couple of years, and to
date around a total of 250 cats have been de-sexed male and female.

Contestable Fund
Contestable Fund is not far away, this year we are looking at some changes we will advise of these before it opens.
There is still some chemical left in the shed, please if is yours come and get it, remember if it is not used when the “Property Checks” are done that
may be the reason you do not receive funding in the next round.
Please if you have any queries regarding freight incoming or out going give us a ring. We are also still on the lookout for Canada geese.
Fell free to call Kerri or Robin 3050013.
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Mental Health Matters: Information about Sleep Part 3

by Paul Reet

Sleep is vital to our physical and mental health. It is a foundation to maintaining a healthy and long life. This is part three of three articles which
gives you some information about sleep and what you can do to both improve your sleep and maintain a good pattern.

Sleep stealers
Caffeine can be found in coffee, tea, cola drinks and some high
energy drinks. Consuming caffeine before bedtime or drinking too
much caffeine during the day will increase feelings of energy and
wakefulness and make it more difficult for you to fall asleep.
Alcohol can help you relax and feel sleepy initially but does not help
you to have a good quality of sleep. If you drink to excess regularly
before going to bed, your sleep is disturbed. Your system has to break
down the alcohol and you therefore spend less time in the deeper
stages of sleep.
Nicotine stimulates the nervous system by increasing the release of
adrenaline, which acts to arouse the body and mind, making you more
alert and ready for action. Smoking prior to bedtime therefore increases
your energy and liveliness at a time when you want to be relaxed and
ready for sleep. Abstaining for one hour before going to bed will allow
time for the effects of nicotine to wear off.
Drugs & other substances, like all of the above give an impression of
sleep but they stimulate your body, even if you think you are feeling
drowsy. Drugs can either increase or decrease your dream sleep. Either
way you will not enter deep sleep enough to get a refreshing sleep. This
can be cumulative if you regularly use drugs.

What if I can’t get off to sleep?
Avoid tossing and turning: If you have not fallen asleep within 20-30
minutes, or if you wake and cannot get back to sleep, get out of bed
and do something not too stimulating until you feel sleepy. By doing
this you are training your brain to associate sleep with your bed and
not activity and work. Avoid tossing and turning. Do something
non-stimulating and distracting like reading, ironing, listening to
relaxing music. Do not return to bed until you are sleepy. You may have
to do this number of times until you feel you can fall to sleep. Also
with ruminating thoughts write down all your thoughts and feelings
going round in your head. If thoughts persist, write them out and keep
repeating it.
Sleep re-scheduling: This method has proven to be effective for people
who have not had a good sleep pattern for while. The two main things
are:
Don’t go to bed until you are tired; even if this is after midnight.
However, still follow sleep hygiene guidelines for non-stimulating
activity.
Wake up the same time every morning; this helps your body to begin to
feel tired earlier in the evening because you are not sleeping over in the
mornings.

Coping with Worry & Anxiety
One of the most common causes of sleep disturbance is anxiety. Many
people find it difficult to wind down after a hectic day. Often this is the
first chance they have had to think about things that are concerning
them. People can find themselves lying in bed worrying about
their problems when they would rather be asleep. With subsequent
emotional arousal we can start getting anxious about not sleeping and
this will increase anxiety, further preventing us from falling to sleep.
Three ways of managing worry and anxiety better are:
1. Set aside time during the day to problem solve and talk through your
worries, concerns and plans. Think of some solutions and if it helps
write them down.
2. Many people find that writing a list for the following day, usually early
evening (at least 3-4 hours before relaxing for bed) helpful. It can be
jobs you have to do, things to remember or how you are feeling and
your reflections on the day. Many people who write a diary do so in
the evenings so they can process what has happened and ‘empty their
heads’ of the stress.

3. Thought postponing & stopping is a method where you tell yourself
out loud to stop thinking that thought and challenge yourself about
how important is this thought; what can I do about it right now?
When is a time to consider it?

Aids to Sleep:
Here are some other ways people have found to help their sleep:
Warm, relaxing bath, (with candles and soft music!). Hot baths raise the
temperature of the body, but as you come out your body soon
cools and this can make you sleepy.
Distraction: Play mental games: counting sheep, numbers, remembering
class mates at school, look at favourite picture/photograph
Muscle Relaxation Exercises: As you lie in bed tighten up and relax
muscle groups in your body.
Use your imagination: Imagine you are in your favourite place, think of
people who you like/love, remember pleasant things that have
happened that make you feel happy.
Vitamin D: Spend time in the sun every day for a daily dose of vitamin C.
Exercise: Some have found that exercising in the morning helps sleep as
in the evening it can be too stimulating. However, others might
find it relaxing and a good preparation for sleep.
Sleep Apps: There are a growing number of sleep apps available for
use with your cell phone. Many use some of the ideas in this
information and may include music, relaxation, meditation and
mindfulness strategies.

Shift Work & Sleep Patterns
People who work different shifts and have to adapt sometimes to
unpredictable working patterns can find their sleep is disturbed. This is
because the usual cycles and bodily rhythms for sleep and activity are
interfered with and the body cannot get into a regular pattern. The body
does not know when to sleep. The following ideas may help you:
• Try and keep regular sleep and meal schedules whenever possible.
• After a night shift, it is alright to nap so as to limit sleep loss.
• Having a ‘sleep catch up’ is also useful after a long period of disturbed
sleep. Alternatively have a relaxing time following a series of shifts
where you have not slept much in between.
• Practice good sleep habits, especially reducing alcohol, nicotine and
caffeine consumption.
• If sleeping during the day, ensure adequate darkness and screening
from noise and interruptions.
Paul Reet is a Registered Mental Health Nurse and Registered
Counsellor from Dunedin who visits the Chatham Islands four
times a year. His next visit is the week of 15 July. Whilst here,
he is based at the Health Centre. His email address is: paul.
mhchathams@gmail.com

Health Centre hours
Monday - Thursday: 8am – 4.30pm
Friday: 8am - 4pm
Weekends and overnight: Emergencies Only

Blood collection done Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 7am –
7.30am or Tuesday and Thursday from 2.30pm – 3.30pm
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Love your Islands

Recently there have been some disappointing instances of rubbish
dumping at the Owenga transfer station.
It saddens us to see our transfer station treated this way.
Unfortunately, this behaviour is damaging to our environment and
undermines our efforts to sustainably manage waste on the Island.
The Chatham Islands Council takes improper dumping of rubbish
seriously, and we will be investigating these incidents.
We know there have been some changes to our recycling systems
recently, and we’re working on further community education
about our new requirements. Thank you to everyone that has
made the effort to sort and dispose of your rubbish and recycling
thoughtfully.
If you see anyone dumping rubbish improperly, please contact us
on 03 305 0033 as soon as possible so we can investigate. Thank you
for your cooperation.

Regular trips to the Chatham Islands for the last 10 years.
Sales, installation and service of energy systems.
David Spicer: ph: 06 388 1188; mob: 027 230 3545
email: rft@xtra.co.nz; www.rangitikeitech.co.nz
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Letters from a Weka with Wings
Kia ora kotou extended whanau and greetings
from abroad in Holland.
This is the first of many letters that will be
submitted from across the oceans.
On an island of 600 plus strong there are many
more of us who hail and descend from Rekohu
but live off island. This forum will be written by
islanders who have ventured from our shores
and want to share insights from the rest of the
world.
As Islanders we are very much homely bodies
but lurking in our DNA is that adventurer and
explorer gene, just smouldering away inside us
and is probably largely responsible for putting
us all on Rekohu in the first place. These
letters hopes to inspire others to travel and
experience other cultures and for the elderly
and comfortable I hope it offers a first hand
glimpse from foreign lands.
Swapping sailing ships and wakas for
Convairs and 737s the risks of travel has been
dramatically reduced. During my short time
on this planet I have lived in Australia 7 years,
Bali Indonesia 5 years, spent time in London,

travelled Europe, North
Africa, South East Asia,
Polynesia and the United
States. Clocking up
close to 30 countries it
feels like I haven’t even
touched the sides. So
much to see on this
wonderful planet.
One thing I have gained
from traveling the
world is a massive
appreciation for the
Chatham Islands
way of life and my
upbringing there.
It also becomes
apparent just how
lucky we are to come from such a special
island tucked away down in the corner of the
globe. It will always be home or my plan B if
the rest of the world won’t take me. And like
anything in life there are two sides to the coin
which means I also see how backwards we

Ph: 03 3050 209 Web: www.airchathams.co.nz E: oﬃce@airchathams.co.nz

Schedule
Mon and Fri

Tues

Thurs

Chathams

Wellington

Chathams

dep 10.15

arr 11.45 dep 13.00

arr 15.45

Chathams

Christchurch

Chathams

dep 10.15

arr 12.00 dep 13.00

arr 16.00

Chathams

Auckland

Chathams

dep 09.30

arr 11.30 dep 13.00

arr 16.15
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can be. It is these odd island
characteristics that you slowly become aware
of over time and you learn to cherish them.
I still get hungry when I see a plump looking
lamb bouncing around the paddock much to
the horror of my Dutch partner - their chops
come neatly wrapped in plastic from the
supermarket. The differences in culture are
so vast from one country to another yet we
all share the same wants and needs once you
break it down. Proving we are all just one big
family. In fact the world is like a big Chatham
Islands, all related and connected somewhere
along the line.
Whether it’s putting chilli paste on your fruit
salad like the Balinese or loading up crackers
with chocolate sprinkles for breakfast like
the Dutch, the stark differences of culture
and mindsets can be like chalk and cheese.
Another example is in Holland I can walk down
the street and order a coffee and a marijuana
joint in a cafe and if I were in Indonesia I’d be
thrown in prison to face a firing squad or 20
years inside, if I’m lucky. This is all of course
if I didn’t have a spare $80,000 in my back
pocket to bribe my way out in the first place.
Indonesia is corrupt from the ground up but
more on that next month. Hope this letter
finds you all well and remember that the early
bird may catch the worm but the second
mouse always gets the cheese.
Me Rongo ( In peace )
Robbie Lanauze

Health Centre hours

Monday - Thursday: 8am – 4.30pm
Friday: 8am - 4pm
Weekends and overnight: Emergencies Only
Blood collection done Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 7am – 7.30am or Tuesday and
Thursday from 2.30pm – 3.30pm

